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After the completion of this course, the student will be able to:
►write a descriptive paragraph.
►write a narrative paragraph.
►write a compare-contrast paragraph.
►write an opinion paragraph.
►combine ideas and fragments into complete sentences.
►use the punctuation marks and capital letters correctly.
CRW 301 course has been designed for the students of Turkish departments. It aims to
teach the students how to write an academic paragraph by using the tools such as a
topic sentence, supporting sentences, a concluding sentence, transitions... It also aims
to teach them how to be creative while writing a paragraph. To do this, it teaches them
how to combine ideas and fragments into complete sentences. It also explains them
how to provide unity and coherence in a paragraph.
►To teach the students different types of paragraphs
►To make sure that the students use the transitions, punctuation marks and capital
letters correctly in a paragraph.
►To teach the students how to combine ideas and fragments into complete sentences.
►To teach them how to provide unity and coherence in a paragraph.
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Bohlke, D. (2016). Skillful Reading & Writing. London: Macmillan
Publishers Limited.
Unit 1:Character Compose effective topic sentences for your paragraphs /Plan, write,
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and edit a paragraph describing a heroic figure pp. 7-16
Unit 2: Time Use a variety of sentence patterns to make your writing more interesting /
Brainstorm, compose, and revise a paragraph describing how to achieve a goal pp. 17-26
Unit 3: Home Use word maps, when brainstorming to show relationships among ideas/
prepare, write, and edit a paragraph describing the place where
you live pp. 27-36
Unit 4: Size Write compound sentences to add information and express relationships /
Plan, compose and share a paragraph describing changes in yourneighbourhood
pp. 37-46
Unit 4: Size Write compound sentences to add information and express relationships /
Plan, compose and share a paragraph describing changes in yourneighbourhood
pp. 37-46
Unit 5: Patterns Use punctuation and capital letters to compose correct sentences /
Brainstorm, plan, and email with advice about university study pp. 47-56
Unit 6: Speed Learn some important uses of commas and colons/ Plan, write, and edit a
paragraph comparing two things pp. 57-66
Unit 6: Speed Learn some important uses of commas and colons/ Plan, write, and edit a
paragraph comparing two things pp. 57-66
Unit 7: Vision Combine ideas and fragments into complete sentences/ Plan,
write, and share a paragraph describing the meaning of colors in your
culture pp. 67-76
Unit 7: Vision Combine ideas and fragments into complete sentences/ Plan, write, and
share a paragraph describing the meaning of colours in your culture pp. 67-76
Unit 8:Extremes Use transitions in your writing t add or emphasize
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information/ Compose, share, and edit a paragraph stating your opinion about sport
pp. 77-86
Unit 9: Life Practice and use transitions to put events in your writing in order/Brainstorm,
compose, and revise a paragraph about a memorable past events pp. 87-96
Unit 10: Work Use parallel structure to compose more effectivesentences/plan, write, and
edit a paragraph about your future pp. 97-106

This course includes Topic Sentence, Supporting Sentences, Concluding Sentence,
Unity and Coherence, Descriptive Paragraph, Narrative Paragraph, Compare-Contrast
Paragraph, Opinion Paragraph, Compound Sentences with Linking Words, Punctuation
Marks and Capitalization (Commas, Colons, Semi-Colons..), Use of Language
(Tenses, Sentence Structures), and Transitions).

